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1 Introduction

Stability analyses of slender structures subjected to follower loads are important instantiations of nonconservative problems in the theory of elastic stability. A number of thorough surveys of the developments and achievements on the structural stability of nonconservative systems can be found in the literature [1–3]. Conservative loads such as gravitational or electrostatic forces can be written as gradient of a time-independent potential function [4]. Nonconservative loads, however, do not fit this criterion; their magnitude and direction depend on the configuration of a structure (e.g., deflection and slope), its velocity, and time. Viscous damping is a well-known example of a nonconservative force, which depends on the velocity of a structure. Follower forces are a second type of nonconservative force which, acting either as a point force or a distributed load, always orient tangential to the deflection curve of a structure. Reut [5], Pfugler [6], Leipholz [4], and Beck [7] were among the first researchers to analyze the buckling of cantilevers subjected to follower forces.

In terms of applications, follower forces or variants thereof play a crucial role in many settings including pipes conveying fluid [8,9], self-thrust propelled structures [10], and rockets [11]. It is shown that equations for the response of disk-brake systems [12] can be mapped to the equations that govern the stability of Leipholz column [4]. More recently, follower forces have also been studied at smaller scales in microfluidic settings where inertia is negligible. For instance, synthetic filaments comprised of connected beads when actuated are observed to mimic the oscillatory beating of biological flagella and cilia [13,14]. Similarly, tunable colloidal chains assembled from chemically tailored Janus particles with controllable polarities can also be tuned to generate oscillatory beating [15–17]. While the length scales are very small in these applications (ranging from around 1–500 µm) when compared with those in more industrial settings, dynamical principles underlying their structural stability remain similar. Indeed connections between mechanics at multiple length scales have been illustrated in other biological settings [18–25].

Continuum models have been previously shown to be effective tools for analyzing the post-buckling behavior of slender inextensible active and inactive filaments subjected to shearing and/or compressive follower forces [17,21,26]. A crucial ingredient in these analyses is the dissipation of energy due to viscous drag; this dissipation provides a means to sustain steady oscillations with finite amplitudes. Furthermore, in zero inertia settings, the dissipation rate (and not inertia) provides the time scales controlling the temporal characteristics of the post-buckled state such as the steady-state beating frequency [17,26–28].

These studies have, however, focused on the buckling dynamics of free–free, fixed-free, and pinned-free filaments with the base state being a straight nonstressed filament or rod. The role of prestress in emergent oscillations driven by active distributed follower forces is yet to be elucidated. Here, we focus on the complementary scenario of a fixed–fixed rod—that is, a rod clamped at both ends and prestressed by decreasing the end-to-end distance, thereby generating a buckled shape and then subjected to a constant density follower force. This scenario has potential bio-inspired applications in which the interplay between geometry, elasticity, dissipation, and activity can be harvested to move and
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manipulate fluid at various length scales. In the fixed-free scenario, the lack of constraint at the free-end allows for either lateral oscillations or steady rotations to develop in favorable conditions [17]. In our fixed–fixed scenario, the slack generated upon initial compression offers the necessary degree-of-freedom to allow for oscillations. The simulations are three-dimensional, but, by introducing strictly planar perturbations and loads, the oscillations remain planar. This protocol was adopted after observing that even in the presence of three-dimensional perturbations, for a given prestress value up to a certain limit, if the two-dimensional buckling shape is a stable equilibrium, the oscillations due to follower load remain planar. In other words, we have observed that in fixed–fixed scenarios, if the prestress value is close enough but yet smaller than the value required to destabilize the two-dimensional buckling shape to out-of-plane mode, then starting from a two-dimensional stable shape can still result into out-of-plane oscillations. This will be the subject of scrutiny in a sequel paper.

2 Model

We consider a rod that is in stress-free state when maintaining a straight shape. By moving one of the clamped ends of the rod toward the other end and forcing the rod to bend due to bucking as shown in Fig. 1(a), we generate prestress in the rod. Thus, prestress rate is controlled by the end-to-end length of the rod, \( L_{ee} < L \).

The continuum rod model that we use [24] follows the classical approach of the Kirchhoff [29], which assumes each cross section of the rod to be rigid. We work in a lab-fixed Cartesian coordinate system and use subscripts to denote components. The rigid-body motion of individual cross section is examined by discretizing an elastic rod into infinitesimal elements along its arc length. The position and orientation of each cross section are determined in space (i.e., the arc-length variable) and time \( t \) by tracking the transformation of a body-fixed frame \( \hat{a}_i(s,t) \) with respect to an inertial frame of reference \( \hat{e}_i(s,t) \) as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Vector \( \mathbf{R}(s,t) \) defines the position of the cross section relative to the inertial frame of reference. The spatial derivative of \( \mathbf{R}(s,t) \) is denoted by vector \( \mathbf{r}(s,t) \). Deviation of \( \mathbf{r}(s,t) \) from the unit normal of the cross section determines shear while the change in its magnitude quantifies stretch (extension or compression) along the arc length \( s \). Both shear and stretch deformations are negligible for filaments with large slenderness (length/thickness) ratio under compression. So, we assume \( \mathbf{r}(s,t) = \hat{a}_3(s,t) = \hat{t}(s,t) \), where \( \hat{t}(s,t) \) is the unit tangent vector along the arc length. Vector \( \mathbf{k}(s,t) \) captures two-axes bending and torsion of the rod, and vectors \( \mathbf{v}(s,t) \) and \( \mathbf{w}(s,t) \) represent the translational velocity and the angular velocity of cross section, respectively. The stress distribution over the cross section of the rod results in a net internal force and a net internal moment shown, respectively, with \( \mathbf{f}(s,t) \) and \( \mathbf{q}(s,t) \).

2.1 Governing Equations. The equations of equilibrium (1) and (2) are derived by applying Newton’s second law to an infinitesimal element of the rod. The compatibility Eqs. (3) and (4) follow from the space–time continuity of the cross section position \( \mathbf{R}(s,t) \), and the space–time continuity of the transformation from \( \hat{a}_i(s,t) \) to \( \hat{e}_i(s,t) \)

\[
m \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{w} \times \mathbf{v} \right) - \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}}{\partial s} + \mathbf{k} \times \mathbf{f} \right) - \mathbf{F} = 0 \tag{1}
\]

\[
\mathbf{I}_m \frac{\partial \mathbf{w}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{w} \times \mathbf{I}_m \mathbf{w} - \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{q}}{\partial s} + \mathbf{k} \times \mathbf{q} \right) + \mathbf{f} \times \mathbf{r} - \mathbf{Q} = 0 \tag{2}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{w} \times \mathbf{r} - \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial s} + \mathbf{k} \times \mathbf{v} \right) = 0 \tag{3}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{k}}{\partial t} - \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{w}}{\partial s} + \mathbf{k} \times \mathbf{w} \right) = 0 \tag{4}
\]

In Eqs. (1)–(4), all derivatives are relative to the body-fixed reference frame, \( m \) is the mass of the rod per unit length, and \( \mathbf{I}_m \) is a 3-by-3 tensor of the moments of inertia per unit length. External force per unit length \( \mathbf{F} \) as well as the external moment per unit length \( \mathbf{Q} \) captures interactions of the rod with the environment such as drag force.

The distributed follower forces and moments in this model are captured by \( \mathbf{F} \) and \( \mathbf{Q} \). In the scenario of fixed–fixed rod, we consider the effect of distributed follower forces in tangential direction (along \( \hat{a}_3(s,t) \)) in this paper. Henceforth, for simplicity of notation, we refer to this tangential follower force density by


scalar $F$. In the scenario of fixed-free rods, there may also be point follower loads at one of the boundaries.

To close and solve the equilibrium and compatibility (1)–(4) equations, we need a constitutive law relating the deformations to the restoring forces. We choose to use the constitutive law for an isotropic and linearly elastic rod; this takes the form of an algebraic relationship

\[ q(s,t) = \mathbf{B}(s) \mathbf{x}(s,t) \]  

(5)

The matrix $\mathbf{B}$ in Eq. (5) encodes the bending and torsional stiffness moduli of the rod. By choosing the body-fixed frames of reference to coincide with principal axes of rod cross section, $\mathbf{B}$ can be written as

\[
\mathbf{B} = \begin{bmatrix}
EI_1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & EI_2 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & GI_3
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(6)

where $E$ is the Young’s modulus, $G$ is the shear modulus, and $I_1$, $I_2$, and $I_3$ represent the second moment of area of the rod’s cross section about its principal axes. Our choice, as implicit in Fig. 1(b), implies that subscripts $i = 1$, 2 in $a_i(s,t)$ represent the rod’s axes of bending and $i = 3$ represents torsional axis.

2.2 Numerical Scheme. The generalized-$z$ method [30] is adopted to compute the numerical solution of this system, subject to necessary and sufficient initial and boundary conditions.

A detailed description of this numerical scheme applied to this formulation is given in the extant literature [25]. The important feature of this method is that it is an unconditionally stable second-order accurate method for numerically stiff problems, which allows for controllable numerical dissipation.

In the context of rod mechanics, it brings an improvement over box method [31] by controlling the Crank–Nicolson noise, in which numerical simulations are conducted with second-order accurate method for numerically stiff problems, it brings an improvement over box method [31].

Before we proceed to the discussion of results, we would like to bring the reader’s attention to two important features. First, in the Stokes limit when the rod moves in a Newtonian fluid, the normal and tangential drag coefficients are independent of density, only weakly dependent on the diameter of the rod $d$ and proportional to fluid viscosity. Here, in order to treat linear and nonlinear fluid drag in a consistent framework, we set the values of these drag coefficients to constants and focus solely on the role of activity (embodied in the follower force density) and the prestress (embodied in the ratio $L_{ee}/L$). Second, rod inertia (solid inertia due to the mass density of the rod) is not zero. In the absence of fluid drag that allows for a dissipative mechanism, the rod will undergo buckling instabilities under the action of follower forces and subsequent shapes will be characterized by increasing amplitude (with time). Dissipation due to the fluid drag however will limit the amplitude of the oscillations and also control the emergent frequencies. All simulations were conducted with $m$, rod geometry, rod length, and elastic properties and fluid density held fixed. The only parameters allowed to vary were $L_{ee}$ and $|F|$.

3 Results

We begin by present results for the critical value of the follower force density $F_{\text{cr}}$ versus end-to-end distance $L_{ee}/L$ and then, following that, explore how the beating frequency, $\omega(F, L_{ee}/L)$ both at the critical point and for values of the follower force $|F| > F_{\text{cr}}$ depends on the prestress. In all cases, a cylindrical rod with slenderness ratio of 800 is simulated with properties given in Table 1.

3.1 Benchmark: Critical Force for Beck’s Column. In order to benchmark the model presented in this paper, we calculate the critical buckling force for the Beck’s column comprising a fixed-free cantilever with a uniformly distributed mass and subject to a compressive point load that is always tangential to the free-end of the column. Beck’s analysis, published in German [7] and reviewed in English [2], yields the following expression for the critical buckling force, $P_{\text{cr}}$ of a cantilever with bending stiffness $EI$ and length $L$ in absence of damping dissipation, $P_{\text{cr}} \approx 20.05 (EI/L^2)$.

Using the formulation presented in Sec. 2, we investigate the value of the critical buckling force for Beck’s column and compare it to this value reported in the literature. To approach the conditions of a quasi-static simulation and reduce the dynamic effects, we apply a compressive follower force, which gradually

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass per unit length</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>0.2019</td>
<td>kg/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>68.95</td>
<td>GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus</td>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>27.58</td>
<td>GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second moment of area</td>
<td>$I_1 = I_2$</td>
<td>4.24 x 10^{-10} m^4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar moment of area</td>
<td>$I_3$</td>
<td>8.48 x 10^{-10} m^4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal drag coefficient</td>
<td>$C_n$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>m s or m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangential drag coefficient</td>
<td>$C_t$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>m s or m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrounding fluid density</td>
<td>$\rho_f$</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>kg/m^3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
increases in time, to the free end of the cantilever. The critical force found by our computational model in absence of viscous drag is approximately \( F_{cr} \approx 20.10 (EI/L^2) \), which is within 3% of the exact value.

### 3.2 Critical Points and Effect of Fluid Drag on Stability

In this section, we present the results for the post-buckling analysis of prestressed rods with fixed–fixed boundary conditions for various values of the slack (and thus, various values of the prestress as well as base curvature). Identifying and characterizing critical points as well as the force–frequency relationship is crucial to designing accurately controllable oscillations.

#### 3.2.1 Stability Boundary: Prestressed Versus Stress-Free Base States

We obtain the base state by starting with a straight fixed–fixed rod with clamps at both ends and then move one of the clamped ends of the rod toward the other end. This process generates prestress in the rod c.f., Fig. 1(a), and thus correspondingly, prestress values can be controlled from the end-to-end length of the rod, \( L_{ee} \), as shown in Fig. 1(c). Starting from this base state completely determined by the ratio \( L_{ee}/L \), we then apply uniformly distributed follower load, \( F_{dd} \) along the rod and integrate the rod equations in time.

We compute the critical points (or critical follower force) by numerically integrating the time-dependent Eqs. (1)–(8) and seeking the point at which stable oscillations emerge. This is done for varying values of the slack \( 1 - L_{ee}/L \). Our aim being the identification of parameter ranges that can be exploited experimentally, we focus our attention on slack values satisfying \( L_{ee}/L < 0.9 \).

When the magnitude of the follower load, \( |F| > F_{cr} \), buckled shapes become unstable and beating oscillations emerge. Based on our results, we surmise that these oscillatory solutions bifurcate from the static bent solution via Hopf–Poincare bifurcations; this mechanism is akin to that observed in the free-clamped case. In Fig. 2, we show the magnitudes of the critical follower load \( F_{cr} \) against the slack \( 1 - L_{ee}/L \) for both types of drag forces. We find, surprisingly, that for \( 0.05<1 - L_{ee}/L < 0.5 \), the critical value increases in magnitude as the extent of prestress in the rod increases even though increasing \( 1 - L_{ee}/L \) implies more slack. The magnitude of critical follower load found to be nearly the same for both Stokes and Morrison drags (discrepancies being < 2%).

Previous studies have demonstrated that the stability of a non-conservative system involving time derivatives (of any order) can be obtained using a dynamic criterion of stability in which the growth rates of infinitesimal perturbations are analyzed. We note that inertial terms are second order in time (but linear), the Stokes drag is effectively first order in time (and linear as well). The Morrison drag is, however, a nonlinear time derivative; therefore, at linear order, this drag will not enter the equations of motions. That is, if one analyzes the linear stability of a nonmoving base state satisfying (1)–(8) to small perturbations, the Morrison drag term will not enter the linear stability formulation while inertial drag and the Stokes drag will. We observe that the purely inertial, no-drag critical points predict the stability envelope reasonably well even when drag is included and fluid drag is seen to have only a small influence on the stability envelope for the parameters considered. However, a full linear stability analysis is required to tease out these effects and determine the differences between the purely inertial stability boundary and the boundary for rods with inertia and drag.

Some insight into the first effects of fluid drag on the stability boundary may be obtained by examining the competing effects of inertia and drag in an initially straight unstressed rod. Consider a Beck cantilever with bending stiffness \( EI \) clamped at \( s = 0 \) and subject to a constant follower force \( FL \) at \( s = L \). The cantilever moves in a fluid that exerts a Stokes drag of the form Eq. (7).

Taking the base state to be a straight stress-free rod, rewriting the equations in terms of the lateral displacement from the straight state, and retaining only linear terms, we find that \( (0 \leq s' \equiv s/L \leq 1) \) the lateral displacement \( H_1 = LH \) satisfies

\[
\frac{\partial^2 H}{\partial s'^2} + \frac{\partial H}{\partial s'} + \frac{\partial^2 H}{\partial s'^2} + \beta \frac{\partial^2 H}{\partial s'^3} = 0
\]

where \( \beta \equiv FL^3/EI \), \( \epsilon_1 \) is a scaled inertia coefficient proportional to the mass density and \( \epsilon_2 \) is a scaled drag coefficient. The boundary conditions for the fixed-free cantilever are

\[
H(0) = \frac{\partial H}{\partial s'}(0) = \frac{\partial^2 H}{\partial s'^2}(1) = 0
\]

Solutions with (complex) growth rate \( \Omega \) satisfy the boundary conditions at \( s = 0 \) provided they are of the form

\[
H(s') = a_1 e^{\Omega s'} \left[ \cosh(\lambda_1 s') \left( 1 - \cos(\lambda_2 s') \right) \cosh(\lambda_1 s') \right] + a_2 e^{\Omega s'} \left[ \sinh(\lambda_1 s') \left( 1 - \lambda_2 \sin(\lambda_2 s') \right) \right]
\]

with associated dispersion relationships

\[
\lambda_1^2 = \sqrt{\beta^2/4 - \Omega(\epsilon_0 + \epsilon_1 \Omega)} - \beta/2
\]

\[
\lambda_2^2 = \sqrt{\beta^2/4 - \Omega(\epsilon_0 + \epsilon_1 \Omega)} + \beta/2
\]

In the absence of drag \( \epsilon_1 = 1 \) and \( \epsilon_2 = 0 \), solvability conditions result in the equation

\[
1 + 2 \left( \frac{\Omega}{\beta} \right)^2 (1 + \cosh(\lambda_1) \cos(\lambda_2)) + \left( \frac{\Omega}{\beta} \right) \sinh(\lambda_1) \sin(\lambda_2) = 0
\]
At the critical point with $\beta = \beta_c$, the real part of $\Omega$ is zero so that $\Omega(\beta = \beta_c) = i\alpha(\beta_c)$. Solving Eq. (14), we find that onset of instability is at the classical value $F_{cr} \approx 20.05$ $(EI/L^3)$ first obtained in Ref. [7] see also Ref. [2]. The (undamped) critical flutter force density $F_{cr}$, and the critical load $F_{cr}L$ are identified as the lowest forces at which a pair of imaginary eigenvalues coalesce solutions bifurcating via the classical Hopf–Poincaré mechanism. The loss of stability in the case of conservative dead load corresponds to divergence with a single real eigenvalue crossing the real axis. With the follower force, the mechanism of stability loss corresponds to flutter.

In the complementary limit, when inertia is absent with $\alpha = 0$ and $\epsilon_0 = 1$, solvability requirements for $a_1$ and $a_2$ to be nontrivial yield

$$-2 \left( \frac{\Omega}{\beta^2} \right) \left( 1 + \cosh \lambda_1 \cos \lambda_2 \right) + i \sqrt{\frac{\Omega}{\beta^2}} \sinh \lambda_1 \sin \lambda_2 = -1 \quad (15)$$

In this regime, the stability picture becomes richer. The onset of vibrations is first observed at Ref. [26] $\beta_c L = 20.05$—however, the presence of fluid drag results in these oscillations being damped out. In other words, the response to disturbances is a decaying oscillation as the most dangerous eigenvalues are complex with a negative real part. At a higher value of the loading, second critical point is observed at $F_{cr} = F_{cr}L \approx 37.69$ $(EI/L^3)$ when the real part of the most dangerous eigenvalues vanishes and oscillations grow.

The more general case (with an unstressed base state and fluid drag) is the inertia-less fixed-free Leipholz column (cantilever) with a continuously distributed follower force. The linear stability of such a column with a stationary straight cantilever as the base state is governed by

$$\frac{\partial H}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial^4 H}{\partial x^4} + \beta \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( 1 - s \right) \frac{\partial H}{\partial x} = 0 \quad (16)$$

Numerical results indicate that the straight rod yields to stable oscillations with a well-defined emergent frequency at $F_{cr} \approx 20.05$ $(EI/L^3)$ [17], a value different from what we see for a stressed fixed–fixed column with Stokes drag.

Thus, for the stress-free scenario, fluid drag (that is linear in variables) influences the stability boundary and results in critical points (or the locus of critical points) that are different from those predicted purely from the nondrag, inertial set of equations.

### 3.2.2 Shapes Far From Criticality

Despite the low sensitivity of $F_{cr}$ to the nature of drag law, beating configurations and the steady frequency of oscillations are found to be significantly different for Stokes and Morrison drags. This can be explained by the fact that Morrison drag dissipates energy at a higher rate compared to the Stokes drag for the same frequency and mode shapes.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate how the shape of the rod (spatial-dependent curvature function) evolves during one complete oscillation for both Stokes [S] and Morrison [M] forms of fluid drag. We visually observe that configurations of the rod subjected to Stokes drag consist of multiple shape modes resulting in higher order harmonics—this is evident when the Fourier transform is applied as shown in Fig. 5. For rods subject to Morrison drag, higher order shapes are not recognizable visually. This is consistent with the Fourier transform; it is clear that higher order harmonics are not observed for the Morrison case.

### 3.3 Stable Oscillation Frequencies When $L_{oo}/L < 0.9$

The shapes of the rods illustrate one aspect of the dynamical state achieved—a second, equally important feature is the frequency of oscillations. This is related to the wave speed associated with the propagation of curvature along the arc length as the rods execute a cycle in configuration-time space. In all cases, the oscillations are tracked for 40 s, which corresponds to a minimum of 8 full oscillations up to a maximum of 70 full oscillations.

With the computational model used here, we systematically investigated the effect of prestress and the follower force on the frequency of oscillations near the critical point as well as far from the critical point where $|F - F_{cr}|/F_{cr} > 1$. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the frequency of beating oscillations for rods under various end-to-end distances and subjected to both types of viscous drag. We observe that frequency of oscillations under Stokes drag—shown in Fig. 6—undergoes a sudden increase once the magnitude of the distributed follower load reaches a second critical limit. Such a behavior is absent when the drag follows the Morrison law. The frequency values are recast in log–log form in Fig. 7(a) and shown alongside the variation relating the frequency to the follower force magnitude, $\omega \sim |F|^{-1/3}$ for an inertia-free cantilever subject to follower forces moving under Stokesian drag [17]. We
note that the frequencies we observe do not confirm to this scaling, due to the excitation of higher order shape modes and the effect of the prestress. In Fig. 8, we compare details of two points on the frequency–force curve, prior to and after the sudden (non-linear) jump. Tracking the time evolution of internal shear force and calculating its Fourier transformation for points A and B of the Fig. 6 reveals that suppression of the higher oscillatory modes and concomitant change in the shapes (as manifested by localization of curvature) probably results in rapid increase in the steady-state frequency and a nonmonotonic nature of the curve.

Examining the force dependence of the beating filaments subject to Morrison type drag forces in Fig. 7(b), we identify two trends not evident in the Stokes case. First, the $\omega - |F|$ curves do not show any breaks but seem to be monotonic. Second, curves for various $L_{\text{eq}}/L$ bunch together as $|F|/F_\alpha \gg 1$; indeed, the frequency seems flat for $|F| = 34$ N/m when compared to the curve for 15 N/m. All these observations suggest that at least for the Morrison drag case, when we have large $F$ or small $L_{\text{eq}}/L$, the effect of the slack and indeed of the boundary (end-to-end distance $L_{\text{eq}}$ becomes negligible. Instead, the distance over which curvature is concentrated (localized) and amplitude are determined by an emergent length scale $\lambda$ over which compression can be accommodated. Furthermore, it is reasonable to expect that for these force densities, the emergent dynamics is controlled by a
balance of activity and fluid dissipation with rod inertia playing a negligible role.

These observations can be used to estimate the frequencies for force densities larger than the critical value. When oscillations reach steady-state, the rate at which energy input into the system due to the action of the nonconservative follower forces balances the rate at which energy is dissipated by the fluid drag: in other words, power balance when steady, stable oscillations exist implies that work done by follower forces/time $\approx$ dissipation rate.

The rate at which active energy enters the system is proportional to the magnitude of the follower force (follower system density multiplied by a characteristic length) multiplied by a characteristic speed inherent to the oscillations. Since, for very large $F$ or small $L_{ee}/L$, the effect of the slack (end-to-end distance $L_{ee}$ becomes negligible with the oscillatory wavelength and amplitude determined, to leading order, by an emergent activity-dependent length scale $\lambda$ over which compression can be accommodated. To estimate $\lambda$, we examine the shapes of the buckled rod relative to the base state noting that activity arises not from the pressurized values of $f_3$ but solely from $|F|$. Examining the moments acting on the whole rod and using dimensional analysis, we obtain

$$\lambda \sim \left( \frac{EI}{|F|} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}}$$

(17)

Thus, the rate at which active energy is generated (characteristic time scale here chosen as a period) is

$$\text{active energy} \sim (|F|\lambda)(\lambda \omega)$$

(18)

Energy dissipated by the drag force is proportional to the drag force, which, for the Morrison drag, is proportional to the velocity squared, times the velocity of oscillations; energy is then dissipated in the system following:

$$\text{dissipation} \sim (C_{eff}\lambda^2\omega^2)\lambda(\lambda \omega)$$

(19)

where $C_{eff}$ captures the effective drag coefficient in the Morrison formula. Combining Eqs. (13)–(15), we find the following relationship

$$\omega^2 \sim \frac{|F|}{C_{eff}\lambda^2}$$

(20)

relating the frequency $\omega$ to the follower force density. Combining Eqs. (17) and (20) yields

$$\omega \sim \frac{1}{\sqrt{C_{eff}} \left( \frac{|F|^2}{EI} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}}} \sim |F|^\frac{5}{6}$$

(21)

Figure 7(b) shows that our simulations follow the scaling $\omega \sim |F|^\frac{5}{6}$ for $|F| \gg F_\text{c}$ very well. The prediction that force–frequency curves converge to a universal curve for large values of the follower force, suggesting that pressure ($L_{ee}$) has a significant effect on response frequency close to the onset of oscillations. To evaluate quantitatively how the collection of curves follows 5/6 scaling law, we used least-square function approximation to fit a power law through the data for $|F| \geq 24 \text{ N/m}$. The results ($\omega \sim |F|^{0.8095}$) confirm the analytical relationship by 2.8% error.

![Fig. 6 Frequency of oscillations for rods as a function of $|F|$ for various values of $L_{ee}$ when the fluid drag is of the Stokes [S] form. The form of the curves suggest possible transitions that may be related to the activation or deactivation of higher order mode shapes (typical shapes are shown alongside the curves). Sudden jumps in the frequency–force curve, for example from point A to point B, are due to the suppression of oscillation modes with smaller wavelength that also have higher energy level. Higher follower force densities yield increasingly steep shapes with localized curvature variations. When plotted on logarithmic axes, we find that the frequencies do not correlate well with the $\omega \sim |F|^\frac{5}{6}$ power law form for an inertialess cantilever with distributed follower forces, oscillating with a single dominant wavelength and frequency.](Image)

![Fig. 7 (a) Frequency for the Morrison [M] drag plotted as a function of the force density $|F|$ plotted in logarithmic scales to illustrate two salient features—(i) as the follower force increases to values much larger than the critical values, the effect of the prestress diminishes, and (ii) the frequencies in the limit $|F| \gg F_\text{c}$ scale roughly as $\omega \sim |F|^{5/6}$ consistent with our theoretical prediction. (b) Emergent frequency plotted as a function of the scaled end-to-end distance showing nonmonotonic behavior at fixed values of $|F|$. However, we note that as $|F|$ increases, the effect of the prestress and slack becomes increasingly important for the range of $L_{ee}/L$ investigated.](Image)

![Fig. 8 Fourier transform (in the time domain) of the shear force at the midspan length of the rod subject to Stokes drag shows that higher harmonics are less pronounced as follower load, $|F|$, increases from $|F| = F_\text{c} = 11.5 \text{ N/m}$ (point A) to $|F| = 13 \text{ N/m}$ (point B) for $L_{ee}/L = 0.85$. This correlates with the increase of steady-state frequency of the oscillations from point A to point B.](Image)
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we discussed the application of a computational rod model to analyze the buckling stability as well as the post-buckling oscillations of slender structures subjected to compressive follower loads. Simulations were first benchmarked with previous findings on magnitude of the critical buckling force for Beck’s column. We focused on slender rods that maintain a straight shape corresponding to their stress-free state (i.e., having no intrinsic curvature and twist) with both ends clamped. By moving one end of the rod toward the other end, the structure undergoes buckling. This pre-stressed configuration was then subject to follower forces and the dynamics of the ensuing deformation investigated holding the inertia of the rod, geometry, and the fluid drag coefficients fixed. We found that beyond a critical value of distributed and compressive follower loads, the buckled shapes become unstable and oscillatory beating emerges. The magnitude of the critical follower load increases as the magnitude of the prestress in the structure increases. We also observed that frequency of the oscillations and the configuration of the rod are significantly influenced by the type of drag law used in modeling with Morrison drag inducing higher dissipation rate than Stokes drag. The frequency for the case of Morrison drag exhibits a power law dependence with exponent 5/6 on $F$ for forces much greater than the critical value at which oscillations are initiated. This exponent can be rationalized based on a power balance between the active energy pumped into the system by the nonconservative follower forces and dissipated due to fluid drag.

Our results provide a starting point to investigate the interplay between geometry, elasticity, dissipation, and activity toward designing bio-inspired multifunctional, synthetic structures to move and manipulate fluid at various length scales. While we have examined the fully stable nonlinear solutions in this work, the next step will be identifying and studying unstable as well as stable solutions in two and three dimensions using continuation methods adapted to time integrators, as done previously for liquid stable solutions in two and three dimensions using continuation methods.
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